
HOVSCO Launches HovBeta 20" Step-Thru
Foldable E-bike

HOVSCO announces the launch of their

HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bike.

CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA, August 9, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- HOVSCO

announces the launch of their HovBeta

20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bike. The

company specializes in electric

bicycles. The company has a presence

in the European and American electric

bicycle markets and a community of

devoted HOVSCO customers.

Los Angeles, California--(Newsfile Corp. - August 4, 2022) - HOVSCO, a European and American

manufacturer of electric bicycles, introduced the HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bike for

preorder in the recent development. The usage of the newly launched E-bike is designed to make

the commute feasible and efficient.

The founder of HOVSCO quotes about the new development,

""HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bikes are ideal for everybody. Women and men will love and

have fun riding our electric bicycles. Our foldable bicycles come in a range of fashionable colors

and styles. Consequently, purchasers may select bicycles that suit their preferences and

demands."

HOVSCO folding bicycles are available at all HOVSCO distributors in all the 48 contiguous states

but not Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the other U.S. territories worldwide and are ready to be

transported to international locations.

Furthermore, HOVSCO can transport folding bicycles in the trunk of a vehicle or on a commuter

train. In addition, changing gasoline-powered vehicles to foldable E-bikes helps minimize air

pollution caused by the combustion of fossil fuels. As a result, the air becomes healthier and

more conducive to preserving the environment.

In addition, HOVSCO commences Preorder sales for the HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bike

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.hovsco.com/
https://www.hovsco.com/
https://www.hovsco.com/


on August 1, 2022, and concludes them on August 15, 2022. Presale starts on August 7 in stock.

Intending users can click on the company's homepage or product collection page to join their

presale events. There is also a surprise bundle for the first 100 clients who successfully made an

order during the presale period.

At HOVSCO, E-bikes are constructed for every type of rider and level of expertise. Each riding

position is distinct, with significant variances in sitting position, suspension, and more. HOVSCO

has included flat tire E-bikes, foldable fat tire E-bikes, mountain E-bikes, city commuters, and

more. Each bicycle consists of a high-speed engine and a robust Battery with Flashlight. The

HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bikes are outfitted with the following features:

1.750W Upgraded Brushless Gear Hub Motor utilizes cutting-edge technology to deliver more

power more efficiently.

2.The 750W geared hub SUTTO motor can provide a maximum of 85 Nm of torque, allowing the

rider to overcome hills faster, all terrains more easily, 

accelerate more quickly, and enjoy a more robust and pleasant ride.

3.Also, it has up to 20 mph on the electricity. It can be adjusted to a maximum of 28 mph (45

km/h) on Pedal Assist and can be ridden uphill at a 

gradient of 40 degrees.

4.The HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bike is equipped with five simple-to-use levels of pedal

aid.

5.HovBeta combines the latest battery technology with a 5000mAh single-cell capacity, resulting

in a battery with a smaller footprint and a greater 

variety. This 720Wh battery enhances the range, stability, and security of HOVSCO bicycles. A

single charge may last up to 40 miles on purely electric 

power and, with pedal assist, over 60 miles. After 1,000 charges, the battery's capacity will

remain at 80 percent.

The frame of the HOVSCO electric bicycle is crafted from a premium aluminum alloy and is fitted

with an LCD + USB charging connector. The LCD crucial ride parameters include speed, battery

capacity, pedal assist level, and traveled distance. The tire system and shock absorbers can

absorb the roughest terrain and give comfortable rides on any surface or terrain. Currently,

several individuals are bicycle-dependent.

HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Folding E-bikes are handier than conventional bicycles when traveling. It

is compatible with most smartphones and tablets, and its batteries can serve as a portable

power source via a USB connection.



Due to the lightweight nature of the HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Folding E-bike, users will not

encounter this issue. They are so lightweight that passengers may effortlessly transport them on

buses and subways. If riders choose to ride, they need to ride the HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Folding

E-bike. Fold and

take the bus if they are exhausted.

As an electric-powered bicycle, the HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bike exemplifies the notion

of sustainability admirably. The HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Folding E-Bike is better suited for

residents with hectic schedules. With the HovBeta 20" Step-Thru Foldable E-bike, riders may

effortlessly switch between human-powered, power-assisted, and electric-assist riding styles.

Except for the HovCity Step-Thru electric bicycle, other items can engage in the presale

activities.

About HOVSCO

Since its foundation, HOVSCO has been in the business of selling Commuter Products for many

years. It is present in both the European and American electric bicycle markets. The corporation

has storage facilities in the European Union and the United States.
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